of the Pacific and Indian oceans at the frequency range 2-20 kHz with the aim to detect acoustically the presence of bottom nodules and to estimate their parameters. The theoretical model of sound scattering and reflection by a set of nodules on the bottom has been developed, in which the explicit form of connection between characteristics of bottom reradiated acoustic signals and nodules parameters have been established. It made possible to explain all the obtained experimental data and to solve some inverse problems. The main results of the investigations are discussed and considered as the basis for acoustic monitoring of nodules deposits.
. INTRODUCTION
Since 1983 at the Acoustics Institute, a wide set of experimental and theoretical investigations of acoustic properties of the deep-sea bottom covered with manganese nodules have been conducted. First, the possibility of remote acoustic detection and outlining of nodule deposits have been studied. Secondly, the possibility of remote acoustic monitoring and estimation of the nodules abundence and other parameters have been investigated.
A set of the field experiments have been conducted in four regions of th?
Pacific and Indian oceans at the frequency range 2-20 kHz, and a number of energy and correlation characteristics of bottom echo signals have been studied. The field experiments [I-31 have shown, that availability of manganeze nodules is displayed by increase of both the sound reflectivity and scattering strength and by appearance of their unusual, comparing nodules-free bottom, frequency-angular dependences.
A theoretical model of sound scattering and reflection by a set of nodules laid on the bottom has been developed [41, in which the explicit form of connection between characteristics of bottom reradiated acoustic signal and nodules parameters have been established. As a result, it made possible to explain all the obtained experimental data and to solve some inverse problems. It has been recognized that the spatial distribution of amplitudes of signals reflected and scattered from the bottom (and of some other signals parameters) can be mapped and these maps appears to be the ones of the nodules abundance over the ocean bottom I1-3,5] .
In this paper, the mentioned experimental and theoretical results are discussed and considered as the basis for acoustic monitoring of nodules deposits. Also, the lack of angular dependence of the nodules sound backscattering coefficient has been established at incident angles 20-7s0.
The evidence of notable variabilities of nodules bottom local concentration and sizes have been indicated and corresponding spatial correlation scales of such variabilities have been determined. There have been also overcome difficulties of the field experiments performance connected with space navigation er,.ors in establishing the position of the vessel. At last it has been ascertained that the spatial distribution of bottom reflected tone and noise signals amplitudes (and of some other signals parameters) has temporal stability and can be mapped as natural geophysical parameters can be. These amplitudes distributions maps are in reality the maps of the assumed nodules abundance over the ocean bottom [2,3,51. The same conclusion has been made about the maps of spatial distribution of the bottom backscattering signals intensities 113.
3.THEORETICAL MODELLING
The theoretical model has been developed to discribe sound scattering and reflection from the nodules covered ocean bottom 141. For this model the calculations of energy and correlation characteristics of echo signals from the ocean bottom have been carried out and the results have been analyzed and compared with a wide set of obtained experimental data, indicating a good agreement between them.
In the most simple variant of this model, nodules are considered to be a set of identical spheres chaotically distributed on an acoustically transparent plane. For the nodules sound reflection and backscattering coefficients V and m it has been n n found [41 where k is the wave number of sound in water, a is the radius of a nodule-sphere, Bd is the half-width of a directivity pattern of a sound trasmitting-receiving system, F(ka) is the backscattering cross-section of a nodule-sphere normalized on naL. In line with the obtained experimental data, as it can be seen from (11, mn varies in proportion to r and does not depend on incident angle, V increases with the increase of r and its frequency dependence has a maximum at ka = 1.
The second stage of the studies has been undertaken to solve the problem of remote exploration of those nodules deposits which were found and outlined during the first experimental stage of their remote detection. Nodules mean sizes and abundance should be determined in this stage by means of the solving of the inverse acoustic problem.
First of all the above variant of theoretical model has been refinded 141 by taking into consideration as nonuniform nodules location over both flat and statistically rough underlaid bottom surface so as nodules radii distribution. At the same time the conditions have been found out for the results independence both on the existence and the value of the bottom surface irregularities and on the directivity pattern of sonar. In terms of these modifications, from Eqs. where V is the actually measured nodules covered bottom reflection coefficient, V is the nodules-free bottom reflection coefficient.
With the help of the renewed theoretical model, all spectral and correlation properties of the nodules reflected signals have been explained, as well as a number of angle and frequency dependences of nodules backscattering coefficient mn [41. Besides, coupled with the above empirically determined requirement for signals frequency to be higher than 4-5 kHz, the Eqs. (2,3) can be used for inverse acoustic problem solution.
4.INVERSE PROBLEMS
The above mentioned experimental and theoretical results may be considered as the basis for solving some inverse problems. Indeed, if reflection coefficient Vn is measured at two frequencies, then and a can be estimated. An example of such estimation is presented at Fig.1 .
Note, that another important nodules parameter, their abundance Q, which is the total mass of nodules 0-1 the unit of bottom surface cross-section, can be estimated from equation Q = (4/3)&ap, where p is the nodules mass density.
The final stage of the investigations has included the field test of the algorithms which were developed for the inverse acoustic problem solution. Their validation for adequacy has been performed in the Pacific in 1991. As a result, the theory conclusions concerning the necessity for sonar beam width narrowing has been proved. Becides, the method has been worked out for experimental estimation of V by measuring the reflection coefficient V, taking into account that V automatically equals to V for nodules-free bottom (V << Vo). This method is valued without a 0 n priori information on nodules bottom location and with allowance made for experimental errors dV. It has been shown [81 that the inverse acoustic problem can not be solved until the inequality V > dV satisfied. This inequality combined with n (2) imposes limitations on the range of possible nodules sizes and packing coefficients to be determined by the above mentioned algorithms. Some illustration of the inverse acoustic problem solving by means of the two-frequency field remote measurements are given in the Table 1. The measurements were performed from the ocean surface in the 5100 m deep Pasific at different pairs of the frequencies 5, 10, 15 and 20 kHz. It is worth to remark that as follows from our practice, the most adequate hydroacoustic equipment for remote sensing of manganese nodules deposits are the chip sonar for the frequency range of 5-20 kHz like that described in (91 and multyelement receiving array like the "Plast" antenna described in [lo] . This equipment enables searching, monitoring and mapping of nodules deposites and their parameters in real time with permissible experimental errors.
